The infrared spectrum of a sunspot, published in the form of an atlas by Wallace & Livingston, is analyzed in the 2.17-1.96 mm (4600-5100 cm Ϫ1 ) region where most of the transitions are due to hot water. Assignments are made using variational nuclear motion calculations based on a high-level ab initio electronic surface for water, with allowance for both adiabatic and nonadiabatic corrections to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. 485 new lines are assigned to transitions in 10 vibrational bands. Only two of these vibrational bands have been previously identified. Newly assigned bands include the (061)- (050) and (071)- (060) vibrational transitions, for which even the lower vibrational levels had not been previously characterized. Assignments are made to levels as high as ∼17,000 K above the origin.
1. INTRODUCTION It has long been believed that water is one of the most important astronomical molecules in cool sources. For example, the water molecule is the most important source of infrared opacity in the spectra of oxygen-rich late-type stars (Allard et al. 1994; Gustaffson & Jorgensen 1994) . Mira variables show strong infrared water bands (Hinkle & Barnes 1979) . For substellar objects such as brown dwarfs, water is predicted to be the most abundant molecule after H 2 (Tsuji & Ohnaka 1995; Fegley & Lodders 1996) . Water is also the primary mother molecule in comets (Mumma et al. 1986 ). Telluric absorption, however, makes the detection of water difficult from the surface of the Earth.
Interstellar water was discovered by Cheung et al. (1969) in dark clouds on the basis of the 22 GHz maser transition. More recently millimeter and submillimeter wave rotational transitions of water and its isotopomers have been studied in dark clouds and star-forming regions (Cernicharo et al. 1994; Gensheimer et al. 1996) . In 1996 the infrared and far-infrared spectrometers on the ISO satellite were used to show that both solid water (Schutte et al. 1996) and gaseous water (van Dischoek & Helmich 1996) are ubiquitous in the Galaxy.
The infrared lines of hot water pass through the Earth's atmosphere because these highly excited transitions are shifted away from telluric absorptions of cooler water. The near-infrared K-band water lines in sunspots have been known for some time, most notably from the work of Hall (1970) . Benedict made some water line assignments in Hall's spectra, but this work was never completed and published. The most complete analysis previous to the work reported here is the work of Wallace & Livingston (1992) based on the French laboratory measurements (Flaud, Camy-Peyret, & Maillard 1976; CamyPeyret et al. 1977) . In our earlier work (Wallace et al. 1995) we were able to demonstrate that hot water was responsible for the dense lines in the M band (10-20 mm) sunspot spectrum by direct comparison with a laboratory spectrum . The line assignments in this M-band spectrum are the subject of another paper (Polyansky et al. 1997c ), and we report here on our K-band assignments.
2. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS Wallace & Livingston (1992) have published a spectral atlas of a dark sunspot umbra in the wavenumber range 1970-8640 cm Ϫ1 (1.6-5.1 mm). This spectrum shows spectral features that are due to a variety of neutral atoms and diatomic molecules; the only known polyatomic species is water, which contributes the largest number of transitions (Wallace et al. 1996 ). Wallace & Livingston were able to assign 892 water absorption features on the basis of previously observed laboratory spectra (Flaud et al. 1976; Camy-Peyret et al. 1977) . The majority of these transitions lie in the L band (3-4 mm).
Our previous analysis of water absorption spectra in sunspots (Polyansky et al. 1997b (Polyansky et al. , 1997c ) concentrated on the M atmospheric window (10-20 mm) . This work demonstrated the efficacy of variational nuclear motion calculations for making line assignments. The M-band studies allowed us to significantly extend the number of water energy levels that have been experimentally determined (Polyansky et al. 1997b , hereafter Paper I). Initially, we hoped to assign sunspot water transitions in the K band (∼2 mm) simply on the basis of energy level differences in our new set of water energy levels; we generally denote such spectral assignments "trivial." Although it was possible to make some new trivial assignments, particularly in the L band where the n 3 antisymmetric stretching fundamental of H 2 O dominates, this was not possible in the K band.
We concentrate on the 4600-5100 cm Ϫ1 region where the water features are densest and least contaminated by telluric effects and absorptions that are due to other species. For water, this region corresponds to one in which absorption leads to simultaneous excitation of one quantum in the bend and one . Although the water spectrum is relatively dense in
this spectral region, it should be emphasized that this only corresponds to about 5 lines per cm
Ϫ1
, in contrast to the Mband spectrum, where up to 50 water absorption features per cm Ϫ1 can sometimes be seen. This means that the K-band water assignments can be made with a lower level of computational accuracy in line predictions.
In the absence of trivial assignments, we decided to perform a systematic spectral analysis of this region using the available line lists and the technique of analyzing branches used successfully for assigning the M-band spectrum. For this work the branches were assigned by following transitions with low K a for which and . Branches with
are lower in intensity and so far have not been analyzed. It 2 is to be expected that transitions involving states , that J ∼ K a is low , should also be strong, as they are in the M-band K c spectrum. However, for the bands considered here these transitions lie largely outside the spectral window for which good sunspot spectra are available.
Two line lists were used to aid our assignments. Our ab initio line list described below and the recently published list of Partridge & Schwenke (1997, hereafter PS), which is based on an ab initio potential energy surface that has been further refined by fits to spectroscopic data. Our line list was calculated using a very high quality, ab initio Born-Oppenheimer (BO) potential energy surface (Schwenke 1996, private communication). The mass-dependent adiabatic correction to the BO approximation, which has been shown to be significant for rotationally excited water, was included using another massdependent ab initio adiabatic surface (Zobov et al. 1996 ). An approximate allowance for nonadiabatic corrections was included by the use of an H atom mass midway between that of H and a bare proton (Zobov et al. 1996) . The nuclear motion calculations were performed with the DVR3D program suite (Tennyson, Henderson, & Fulton 1995) , which uses an exact (Born-Oppenheimer) kinetic energy operator and a discrete variable representation (DVR) of the vibrational wave functions. Rotational levels up to J ϭ 33 were considered. Further details of these calculations are given in Paper I.
Except for two bands, there are no laboratory data available to start our assignment procedure using branches, so that the initial low J assignments were made by direct comparison with the line lists. PS's line list, which is outstandingly accurate at low J, was particularly useful in this respect. Branches were then followed to higher J by allowing for small systematic differences in the error between the predicted and observed lines. As J increased, the line positions deviated in a smooth and predictable way from the predictions. For this step our ab initio line list was generally more systematic and reliable than that of PS. An illustration of how the errors behave along a No. 2, 1997 Notes.-Summary of water transitions assigned in the 4600-5100 cm Ϫ1 region of the sunspot spectrum of Wallace & Livingston 1992 . Given are the number of transitions, N, for a particular band, the highest calculated energy level involved, E max , and corresponding rotational assignment. The calculated vibrational band origin, E(J ϭ 0), are given for both vibrational states involved in each band. Figure 2 , which will be discussed in detail below.
K-BAND SPECTRUM OF WATER IN SUNSPOTS L207
So far, 485 transitions have been assigned in the 4600-5100 cm Ϫ1 region, a sample of which is given in Figure 1 . It can be seen that these assignments include all of the strong absorption features in the spectral region of interest. The results of these assignments are summarized in Table 1 . Of the 10 vibrational bands for which transitions have been assigned, only (011)- (000) and (021)- (010) have been observed previously in the laboratory or in space (Rothman et al. 1992) . Indeed, there have been no previous observations of transitions involving the (061), (071), (060), and (022) vibrational states, and transitions to the (050) state were only recently assigned in the laboratory in a study performed as part of our coordinated attack on the sunspot spectrum (Polyansky et al. 1997a ).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have used two line lists in making our assignments, and it is worthwhile comparing them. Some comparisons have already been made in Paper I, where it was found that PS's line list gave superb predictive results for low J levels but suffered from problems with artificial splittings between quasi-degenerate levels for higher J. Calculations by us suggested that this was due to lack of variational convergence in PS's high J calculations.
One contrasting feature between PS's and our line list is that PS's contains a full set of vibrational and rotational labels, whereas ours only gives rigorous symmetry labels. Comparisons in Paper I showed that PS's labels are reliable up to about 15,000 cm Ϫ1 but are occasionally rather wild above this. An important aspect of our work is the technique of following a series of similar transitions along a branch. Figure 2 compares typical behavior of our line list with PS's as J increases along a branch. For all J our results give a systematic error for each branch that is quite large, ∼2-3 cm Ϫ1 , and it is this aspect that PS sought to improve by performing their fits to spectroscopic data. As a result, for low J, PS's line list gives very little residual error. However, as J increases along a branch, the change in the error of our calculations is small and smooth; conversely, for PS's line list the changes become large and erratic. The density of water lines in the K band requires that transitions be predicted to better than 0.1 cm Ϫ1 for assignments to be made with confidence. This is clearly possible using our line list once the overall "branch error" has been removed, but not using PS's results.
This Letter demonstrates the utility of line lists generated L208 POLYANSKY ET AL. Vol. 489 using variational nuclear motion calculations in making spectral assignments for a complicated and seemingly unassignable spectrum. However, it should be noted that despite the accuracy of these line lists, particularly the PS list at low J, these assignments cannot in general be made by simple spectral matching of the observations with the predictions. In many cases correct assignments do not correspond to the nearest features when synthetic and observed spectra are compared.
In making assignments we have used line positions and line strengths provided by variational calculations. It is not possible for us to present all these data in this Letter, but a full line list containing observed frequencies, assignments, and calculated line strengths for all our newly assigned water transitions is currently being prepared for publication. In the meantime, frequencies and assignments are available from the authors on request.
